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Multidimensional Spatial Eigenmode Analysi s

D . K. Parsons and D . E. Kornreich

Los Alamos National Laborator y

1 . Background

Several recent papers have examined higher mode eigenvalues and eigenfunctions fo r

multiplying systems [Ref. 1 - 3] . The general application focus of these papers is related to

determining the dominance ratio, which is of great interest to people analyzing loosely coupled

fissile systems . For large systems, we derived some simple approximations to the dominance ratio,

and we continue this analysis in this paper. In the previous papers, we were able to utilize semi-

analytical techriiques because we mainly examined one-dimensional Cartesian systems . In this paper

we analyze the effectiveness of using reflective boundary conditions for multi-dimensional system s

and expand past work by examining two- and three-dimensional eigenfunctions .

II. Calculation s

As with past work, we consider monoenergetic isotropically scattering media . For multi-dimensional

geometries we generally (but not always) limit analysis to homogeneous cases . The primary

calculational tool is fission matrix analysis using both DANTSYS ~1Ze£ 4] and MCNP [Ref. 51 . We

construct the fission matrix from the scalar flux results of a set of inhomogeneous source problems .

A fission source is placed in a fuel region of the geometry and we obtain the response in all othe r

regions . To model only a single generation of neutrons, fission is treated as absorption (we do no t

allow neutron production) . When we multiply the scalar flux results by the fission cross section, we



obtain the number of neutrons produced at a cell k from those born at cellj(Ref. 6], rRe£ 7] . The

fission matrix is constructed by :5 lling the following matrix for all source regions

O(xi ~ x, ) . . .

O(xI xN ) . . .

O(a.N ~ x, )

O (xN xN )

( 1 )

where O (xso u, ., e _-) xdeleclor) • Once the entire fission rnatriY is constructed, the eigenvalues of thi s

matrix are obtained from an eigcnvalue calculation routine (IZeE. 8] .

The result of a fission matrix analysis is the fission source in the source regions, which i s

proportional to the flux . Fission matrix analysis has some drawbacks . First, we require many fixed-

source transport calculations to populate the fission matrix (an N2 calculation), and second, we do

not obtain the full fluxes in any nonsource (nonfissioning-) regions . However, we are able to

simultaneously obtain several ei} ;envalues and eigenfunctions when we calculate the eigensystems .

III . Multi-Dimensional Eigensystem s

To continue with past work in multi-dimensional systems where a code user would generally

attempt to use reflective boundary conditions to reduce dhe dominance ratio (DR) of the problem,

we examine infinite square and cylindrical systems in two dimensions . Note that an infinite cylinder

is usually a one-dimensional calculation with flux variations only allowed in the radial dimension .

Here, however, we use r-9 geometxy and allow functional variation also in the azimurhal dimension .

Inserting the two dimensional difference operator into the neutron diffusion equation and

performing separation of variables, we obtain the familiar Sturm-Liouville equation, with the

solutions of the form

0 (r, e) -
cos(m9)

J(Vs r l R ) ~ ~2)
Isin(m9)
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where v, ,, is the sth zero of the mt,h order Bessel function . As expected, two-dimensional squares (o r

rectangles) yield cosines and sines [Ref. 3] .

When we examine the eigenvalues derived from a fission matrix analysis for the two-

dimensional cylinder [Eq. (2)], we see a single eigenvalue followed by a series of pairs, followed by a

singlet, followed by a series of pairs, etc . As evident in Eq . (2), when m= 0, the eigenfunctio n

associated with the sine function is eliminated and we are left with the zeroth order Bessel functio n

eigenfunctions (these are the resultant eigenfunctions in the one-dimensional cylindrical system) .

Thus, the fission matrix analysis yields the expected eigensystems for the two-dimensional cylinde r

associated with a simple analytic diffusion analysis .

The importance of this result is seen when we examine reflected cylindrical systems in a

similar fashion to Ref. 3 . The goal is to approximate the dominance ratio (the ratio of the firs t

higher mode eigenvalue to the fundamental eigenvalue, or k ,,) , which can change as we introduc e

reflective boundary conditions (e .g., a half- or quarter-core) .

We consider a homogeneous infinite cylinder (Et = 1, vEl = 0.24, EJ = 0 .7) . Table 1 contains

the results of the two-dimensional cylinder fission matrix analysis . The asymptotic results are

determined from diffusion theory analysis . A single reflecting plane yields a first higher mod e

eigenvalue related to the first zero of the first order Bessel function (3 .831 . . .), while a quarte r

cylinder yields a higher eigenvalue related to the second zero of the zeroth order Bessel function

(5 .520 . . .) . From Ref. 3, we note that the DR asymptotically approaches ( k, /k.)", where

71 _
(vfm2 - ►'") / V

io2
, (vio = 2 .4048 . . .) . In general, results for the larger cylinder are closer to the

asymptotic values, as expected . We note a decrease in the dominance ratio only if we reflect two

surfaces, i .e ., quarter-core. In Cartesian systems, there were also occasions where introducing a

single reflecting surface did not decrease the dominance ratio . Because of the azimuthal symmetry

of the surviving eigenmode in the quarter-core, no further DR reductions are possible .
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To continue the analysis into three dimensions, we display a sample three-dimensiona l

eigenfunction in Figure 1 . The system is a homogeneous cube of side length 10 cm . The

eigenfunct-ion is related to the fourth higher-mode eigensystems (sine-sine-sine) . We see diagonal

symmetry in this case (indicating that standard Cartesian reflective boundary conditions would

eliminate this mode) and how the eigenfunction changes along the jZ- -,u\is in an expected form . In

three-dimensional spherical geometry, we obtain eigenfunctions very similar in shape and behavrior

to those obtained from quantum mechanics electron orbital shells . This is expected as the

differential equations (Schroedinger and diffusion equation) have the same form .

IV. Summary

We have continued our analysis of higher mode eigensystems by ezacnining further two- an d

three-dimensional geometries . In this paper, we focused primarily on two-dimensional r-O

cylindrical systems and the effect of using reflective boundary conditions in such systems . We note

that reflection results in a reduction of the dominance ratio only in quarter-core geometries,

indicating that limited reflection is beneficial for transport analysis . In addition, we present a three-

dimensional eigenfunction, which illustrate the similarities between analysis of fissile systeins an d

other areas of physics .
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Table 1 . Two-Dimensional Cylinder Eigenvalue Results .

No. FM DR DR
Cells (full or half core) (quarter core)

Case ko = k's k /k kZ/k
R = 12 cm

1DANT (cyl) 480 0.7696 -- 0.8654
2DANT (r-0 900 0.7691 0.9431 0.8637

MCNP (501V~* 900 0.7693 0.9425 0.8638
Asymptotic 0.9422 0.8478

R = 24 crn
1DANT (cyl) 480 0.7917 -- 0.9580
2DANT (r-0 900 0.7912 0.9812 0.9562

MCNP (200N~* 900 0.7913 0.9811 0.956 1
As m totic 0.9841 0.9564

*All error bands on last digit.




